A right adjoint functor is said to be of descent type if the counit of the adjunction is pointwise a coequalizer.
Introduction
Our primary goal is to show that-in the context of enriched category theoryevery finitary monad on a locally finitely presentable category ti admits a presentation in terms of &!-objects Bc of 'basic operations of arity c' (where c runs through the finitely-presentable objects of &) and d-objects EC of 'equations of arity c' between derived operations.
We shall explain in greater detail these ideas
We do show this in Section 5, using sufficient conditions given in is a split fork, a splitting being given by r)CJA and 7UFUA.
Of the thirteen conditions in the following theorem, the equivalence of all but (ii), (vii), (viii), and (ix) is given in Tholen As for the uniqueness of s with p = S(Y, if S(Y = s'cr we have Us.Ua = Us'.Ua, giving Us = Us' since Ua is a colimit cone, and hence s = s' since, each EA being epimorphic, U is faithful.
(xiii) =$ (i) K being faithful because U = U 'K is so, it remains to prove K full. Since (see [14, p. 1391 CT for (see [S] ) f need not be a regular epimorphism when fg is so, unless g is known to be epimorphic.
The following is our chief composition result: 
Presentations of finitary monads
In the classical case .& = V = Set, wherein &!, is the category of finite sets, equivalent to the category S of finite cardinals, it is well known that to give a finitary monad on Set is equivalently to give a Lawvere theory Fin the sense of
[12], these two having the same algebras; in fact, identifying the monad with a monoid T in (S, Set), we obtain T from 9 via Tn = 5(n, l), and 5 from T via .Y(n, m) = (Tn)"'; the multiplication on T corresponds to composition in 9, and so on. When one speaks in this context of a free theory, the forgetful functor one has in mind is not the above W : Mon(S, Set)-+ (S, Set), but instead its composite U with the V : (S, Set) + (N, Set) induced by the inclusion N+ S, where N is the discrete category of natural numbers; U sends T to the mere sequence (Tn) of sets, Tn being called the set of n-ary operations of T (or of 3). So by a free theory-we would rather, to suit our more general context, speak of a free monad-what is commonly meant is one of the form FB, where F is the left adjoint of U and B is just a sequence (Bn) of sets, Bn being called the set of basic n-ary operations while (FB)n is called the set of derived n-ary operations. As is observed in BCnabou's thesis [2] , a Lawvere theory 3, or equally a finitary monad T on Set, is itself an algebra for an N-sorted algebraic theory-see also Section 6. By the remarks on p. 140 of [5] , therefore, the U above is monadic; it is moreover clearly finitary, since V preserves colimits.
We now imitate the above in the more general case of Section 4 When we said there that, for an lfp &, the category &f is small, we did not mean that its set of objects is small-after all, in the classical case above, ZJ is the category of finite sets-but rather that there is a small subset of its objects representing all the isomorphism classes; an examination of [ll, Theorem 7.21 
Final comments
As we said in Section 5, we have not been able to decide whether U : Mon(&[, &)* (N, tic,) IS monadic in general; that is why we settled for Theorem 5.1, and why we developed the results in Section 3. We now indicate briefly why the proof in the classical case does not immediately extend.
Since U is finitary the monad we seek would be a finitary one on the lfp ordinary category (N, &,) , to which the theory above applies. In particular, the monad would have a presentation in terms of basic operations and equations. Let Bk be the object of basic operations of arity k; it is a family (Bk)c of objects of CCQ. Here k is a finitely-presentable object of (N, &<,); which is to say that it is a family kc of finitely-presentable objects of &, all but a finite number of which are the initial object of d; let the non-zero ones be kc,, . . . , kc,,. To give the k-component of an action of the basic operations on an object T = (Td) of (N, _c4,) is, by Section 5, to give for each d E N a map satisfying the equational axioms that make these maps V-natural in d and in c, and the further equational axioms expressing the unit and associative laws for i and m. Now in the classical case ti = 7 = Set, (6.2) and (6.3) have the form of (6.1); since the equational axioms are then indeed equations between derived operations, we conclude that U is monadic.
In general, however, (6.2) and (6.3) do not have the form (6.1), even if Y = Set. They are of that form in such important cases as Y = Set, d = Cat; but already fail to be so in the equally important case ti = 'V = Cat. We have not pursued the matter further than this.
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